Home Theater System

QUINTET III
For over a decade, our Quintet™ home theater
system has been an all-time best-selling product
for us. Now in its third generation, this surround sound package still proves that compact
dimensions and sophisticated style can coexist
with dynamic sound.

•
•
•
•
•

Comprised of four miniature speakers and a
low-profile center channel, the Quintet III home
theater system incorporates decades of classleading research and development experience.
In fact, it applies the same cutting-edge technology that’s found in our professional cinema
products.

Specifications

Each magnetically shielded satellite employs a
0.75-inch aluminum diaphragm tweeter coupled
to an exclusive MicroTractrix Horn for precise
high frequencies. The 3.5-inch long-throw
woofers produce remarkable detail and clarity.
The swiveling pedestal base featured on each
satellite facilitates easy wall or shelf placement
and gives the speaker a 180-degree range of
motion, allowing users to widen or constrict the
soundstage based on audience size.
The two-way magnetically shielded center
channel uses the same MicroTractrix Horn
tweeter and two of the 3.5-inch woofers found
in the satellites to ensure an ideal sonic match
and proper driver transition across the listening
area.
In order to create the low-frequency power
you can hear and feel, we recommend pairing
the Quintet III Home Theater System up with
our Sub-10 subwoofer (sold separately). The
Sub-10 reaches deeper and hits harder thanks
to a 10-inch, down-firing driver coupled to a
highly efficient BASH amplifier.
In addition to its high-end components, the
Quintet III home theater system has a modern,
refined industrial design. While the satellites and
center channel feature a dark gray finish with
medium gray accents, the optional Sub-10 is
available in a black ash vinyl finish with titanium
accents.

Five-channel surround sound package
Horn-loaded tweeters maximize live qualities of music and movies
High-output woofers deliver room-filling bass
Clean, modern design fits any living environment
Recommended Sub-10 subwoofer sold separately

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

Satellite: 120Hz-23kHz

				

Center: 125Hz-23kHz

POWER HANDLING 		

Satellite: 50 watts (200 watts peak)

				

Center: 75 watts (300 watts peak)

SENSITIVITY 			

Satellite: 91dB@2.83 volts/1 meter

				

Center: 94dB@2.83 volts/1 meter

NOMINAL IMPEDANCE

8 ohms compatible

CROSSOVER FREQUENCY

Satellite: 2800Hz

				

Center: 2700Hz

TWEETER 			
				

One .75” (1.9 cm) neodymium magnet
compression driver

HIGH FREQUENCY HORN

90(d) x 40(d) Tractrix Horn

MIDRANGE 			

One 3.5” (8.9 cm) magnetically

				

shielded woofer

ENCLOSURE TYPE 		

Bass-reflex via rear-firing port

DIMENSIONS 			

Satellite: 8.3” (21.1cm) H x

				

5” (12.7cm) W x 6.3” (16cm) D

				

Center: 5” (12.7cm) H x 12” (30.5cm) 		

				

W x 6” (15.2cm) D

MOUNTING 			

Satellite: Base swivels for on-wall

				

mounting via keyholes

				

Center: Threaded insert

WEIGHT 			

Satellite: 3.5 lbs (1.6 kg)

				

Center: 5.5 lbs (2.5 kg)
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